Score_____                                               PHYSICS REVIEW
	87	CHAPTERS 1 AND 2           Name___________________
                                                                                                                           Konichek
1 The steps of the scientific method?
    
   2science according to the teacher is

3  Branches of science are
	
4. The major characteristic of a scientist is:  
5.Observations made by scientist may lead to:
6  Physics is:

7 The major tool used in physics is:
8 Metrics are easy because they are based upon the number:
	
9Which is larger 400cg or 4000m ?	
	
10 The base unit for length in the metric system is:  
11  A meter is defined in physics as:

 12A quantity of matter is referred to as: 	
      13 Scientific notation is used by scientist because:
  
14. Which would be considered a derived unit?

15. The degree of exactness to which the measurement of a quantity can be reproduced is called: 	

16What is a fundamental unit of measure?
	
'17.A combination of fundamental units are:

18.How many times smaller is a picometer than a meter?
	

19 Because the precision of measurements are limited, the number of digits in the limited The number of valid d. The valid digits are called:
20 While most significant figures?
	a) 1.09  b).0007     c) 0000008.9        d) 34

21  A visual way of displaying data is often used using a:
	
22  On the X-axis the variable would be:
	
23 The quantity which response to values of the independent variable are on which axis?
24 variable?
25 In a linear relation the best mathematical representation of this would be:

	
26 The correct way of writing 346000 using scientific notation would be
27. The extent to which a measured value agrees with a standard value is:
	
28  What is present in all measurements?
	
29._____If a one number has 3 significant figures and another has 4 and they are multiplied together. The number of significant figures the answer should have?
	
30._____If 36.44 is divided by 3.414, what would be the correct answers using significant figures?
	












TRUE AND FALSE- Write the word true for correct and correct the capitalized word if it's false(10)


1.______________All measurements in the lab have UNCERTAINTIES

2._________FUNDAMENTAL MEASUREMENTS are measures, which are a base
Measurements
3. -_________The extents to which a measurement agrees with a standard measurement is called PRECISION

4. _____________Measurements may have good PRECISION, but poor accuracy.

5. ____________SCIENTIFIC NOTATION was developed to aid in the calculations of very large and very small numbers.

SIGNIFICANT FIGURES- Tell the number of significant figures in each}5)
	1) 78.9_____	2) .00034______	3) 3.8979______	4) 4.79xl04_______  5)34.000_____
	_
FORMULA MANIPULATION- solve for the unknown (12)
A) F=Ma, solve for a                                B) d=Vt+5at, solve for a





                                    




 C) Ke= 1/2MV2















CONVERT THE FOLLOWING METRIC PROBLEMS WITH DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS (10)

  1. 2.3X105m=_______________________mm


  2. 6.4x102Pl=_______________________Hl


  3. 4.9Cm=________________________Dam


  4. 2.0Cm________________________Gm



  5. 6.7x104Mm=_______________________Pm


DO THE FOLLOWING SCIENTIFIC NOTATION PROBLEMS (10)

3.0X102 + 4X103=__________________________

	4.3X104 – 7.6X103=_________________________


	8X107 X 4X10-9=___________________________


	3.2X107/4X105= ____________________________


	.0045 X 2300=______________________________


GRAPH THE FOLLOWING EQUATION: V=D/T. IF VELOCITY IS CONSTANT AT 2M/S AND TIME INTERVALS ARE FROM 0 TO 5 SECONDS (10 POINTS)

TIME____DISTANCE



